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CHAPTER   IX
Cranes and Lifts
Wherever hydraulic power is available and the load is fairly constant,
hydraulic cranes have the advantage in the first cost, economy in working,
maintenance, reliability, and require less skilful operators than electric
cranes. The general impression prevails that hydraulic cranes and lifts
are slower than electric. This is not necessarily the case, and the impres-
sion probably arises by comparing a hydraulic crane which has been built
many years with a recent electric crane, and overlooking the speeding up
which has taken place in the meantime.
In cranes and suspended lifts the multiplying device for raising the
load the required distance is called a jigger, the multiplying effect being
obtained conversely to the ordinary block; one set of sheaves is carried in
the crosshead of the ram, and the other at the opposite end of the cylinder.
The rope or chain is anchored to the cylinder at one end, passes round the
sheaves, and is attached to the cage or crane hook at the other end. Adjust-
able stops are provided on the crosshead guides, rendering over winding
impossible, and at the same time a simple tappet gear automatically brings
the control valve into the closed position and the load gradually to rest.
Jiggers are used on all three crane motions, namely, hoisting, luffing,
and slewing, each operated by a hand-lever control valve having three
positions. The control is therefore simple and can be left in the hands
of an unskilled man. Furthermore, the motions are silent, have a great
elasticity in speed from creeping to the maximum speed according to the
position of the hand lever without the use of a brake.
Flexible steel-wire ropes may be said to have taken the place of chains
except for slewing, being cheaper, lighter, and running more sweetly over
barrel and pulleys. The earliest form of lift is that known as the " direct "
type, in its simplest form consists of a cylinder, ram, platform, guides, and
control valve. All the working parts are below the platform, the ram being
secured to it in such a way as to give rigidity and strength necessary for
dealing with roughly handled loads. In direct lifts for heavy loads addi-
tional rams are sometimes employed. To save power the centre ram is
coupled to the power main without valves and proportioned so as to nearly
balance the empty lift. Two additional rams are located, one at each side
of the centre ram. These take the load, and are provided with a common
control valve. If the load is a variable one, there may be four or more
lifting rams coupled in pairs, so controlled that either or both pairs may
be employed according to the load, a check valve being fitted to the supply
to the control valve or valves to prevent accident in case of a burst main.
Fig. 25 shows a pair of wagon tippers of the direct oscillating ram type,
such as are intended to deal with railway wagons having a hinged door
provided at one end, without having to turn the wagon round. The wagon

